Both odd-mode and even-mode standing wave structures have been proposed for giant pulsations. Unless a conclusion is drawn on the field-aligned mode structure, little progress can be made in understanding the excitation mechanism of giant pulsations. In order to determine the standing wave mode, we have made a systematic survey of magnetic field data from the AMPTE CCE spacecraft and from ground stations located near the geomagnetic foot point of CCE. We selected time intervals when CCE was close to the magnetic equator and also magnetically close to Syowa and stations in Iceland, and when either transverse or compressional Pc 4 waves were observed at CCE. Magnetograms from the ground stations were then examined to determine if there was a giant pulsation in a given time interval. One giant pulsation was associated with a compressional wave, while no giant pulsation was observed in association with transverse wave events. The CCE magnetic field record for the giant pulsation exhibited a remarkable similarity to a giant pulsation observed from the ATS 6 geostationary sateRite near the magnetic equator 0till 
and occasional occurrences at L < 6, we can conclude that giant pulsations are excited within the magnetosphere by a plasma instability. Penetration of external pressure perturbations to 'the L shell of 5-6, or even to 3 [Green, 1985] , and coupling with local field line oscillations is highly unlikely with Iml ~20 [Lee and Lysak, 1990] . To the authors' knowledge, no unique instability theory has been developed for giant pulsations, but instability theories proposed for specific types of geomagnetic pulsations observed in space have often been suggested as being applicable to giant pulsations. One such mechanism is the drift wave instability of compressional Alfv6n waves [Hasegawa, 1971] applied to giant pulsations by Green [1979] . Another mechanism is drift bounce resonance of ring current ions with standing Alfv•n waves [Southwood, 1973 [Southwood, , 1976 [1991] . Neither of these mechanisms, however, has been tested using in situ particle measurements.
Although it is generally believed that giant pulsations are a standing wave on geomagnetic field lines, the harmonic mode (or the symmetry) of the standing wave has not been determined conclusively. This is one reason why the generation mechanism of the pulsations has not been determined. For example, the drift bounce resonance mechanism previously invoked requires the standing wave to be an even mode [Glassmeier, 1980; or an even mode. An early study using near-conjugate ground stations found an event showing the north-south phase lag of an even mode [Annexst• and Wilson, 1968] . However, in another study, Green [1979] concluded that two events had an odd-mode standing wave structure. Tonegawa and Sato [1987] also concluded that a giant pulsation had an odd-mode structure.
In the second method the period of the observed pulsation is compared with the periods of standing waves calculated for a model magnetosphere. Using this method, Green [1985] concluded that giant pulsations observed within the plasmasphere had an odd-mode (fundamental) structure. By contrast, for giant pulsations generated at L = 6-8, Chisham and Orr [1991] favor an even-mode (second harmonic) wave.
In the third method, spacecraft observations are used. Because the field line displacement is not a directly measurable quantity, one determines its symmetry from the associated magnetic field perturbation. In the inhomogeneous magnetosphere, compressional waves (fast mode) and transverse waves (Alfvdn mode) are always coupled [e.g., Chen and Hasegawa, 1974; Southwood, 1974] , so that the signatures of a standing wave appear in both the compressional and transverse magnetic field components. At the equator, for example, an odd-mode wave has a node of the transverse component and an antinode of the compressional component. The opposite occurs for an evenmode wave. Therefore, an equatorial satellite will observe an odd-mode wave as a purely compressional oscillation and an even-mode wave as a purely transverse oscillation. The only reported giant pulsation observed from a near-equatorial satellite (dipole latitude = -5") showed a strongly compressional oscillation and the very small transverse amplitude was taken as evidence for an odd-mode standing wave [Hillebrand et The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the magnetic field experiments. In section 3 we examine the relation between transverse magnetic pulsations observed at CCE and magnetic pulsations observed on the ground. In section 4 we examine the relation between compressional magnetic pulsations observed at CCE and magnetic pul- . This is done in order to make the CCE data compatible with the ground records. We can recover the amplitude of a magnetic pulsation (in nanoteslas) by dividing the amplitude (in nanotesla hertz) of the time derivative time series by the frequency (in hertz) of the pulsation. See Table 2 worse than this event. Therefore, we conclude that there is no evidence in our data set that even-mode standing waves are related to giant pulsations. We believe that in each event the ground stations were sufficiently close to the CCE foot point to ensure detection of giant pulsations. Although giant pulsations are known to be highly localized in latitude, they still produce observable ground-level signals over -5 ø of latitude [Veldkamp, 1960; Saito, 1969] . Because the foot points of CCE at the time center of each event was located within 3 ø (in geomagnetic latitude) of at least one of the ground stations, any giant pulsation occurring on the CCE magnetic field line should have been ob- . In this survey, five candidate Pc 4 events were found. Three of these had a corresponding pulsation signature on the ground, but only one event could be unambiguously identified as a giant pulsation from the ground records.
In the following subsections we will focus on the giant pulsation event, which occurred on February 20, 1985. We will fast demonstrate that the event on the ground was indeed a giant pulsation and then describe the pulsation properties at CCE. The location of the CCE foot point and ground stations for the giant pulsation event are illustrated in Figure 5 . At 1000 UT, the approximate time center of the giant pulsation, the magnetic local time was 7.2 hours at CCE, 9.8 hours at Iceland, and 12.2 hours at the EISCAT magnetometer cross. gether with the lack of transverse oscillations implies an oddmode structure.
DISCUSSION
In this section we compare our results with previous results and discuss possible generation mechanisms of giant pulsations.
North-South Conjugacy
Our conclusion is in conflict with some ground-based observations of the harmonic mode of giant pulsations. We would like to comment on whether reliable results can be obtained from conjugate ground observations. If the stations are in exact conjugacy it is easy to determine the mode: for an odd-mode wave there will be a 180 ø north-south phase lag in D, while for an even-mode wave there will be no phase lag. In reality, however, stations are not in exact conjugacy, and because the phase of a giant pulsation changes with longitude, one has to be careful in discussing the north-south phase lag. If we take the azimuthal wave number of -36 as was measured at Iceland for the February 20, 1985, giant pulsation, the phase changes 360 ø over a longitudinal distance of 10 ø. Therefore, in order to deduce a correct standing wave mode without compensating for the azimuthal phase variation, one needs to have stations separated by less than 2.5 ø, which corresponds to a phase lag of 
where oJ is the frequency of a standing wave, cod and cot, are the magnetic drift and bounce frequencies of trapped ions, and N is an integer. Theoretical analyses indicated that an instability most likely generates an even-mode standing wave through the N = +1 resonances [Southwood, 1976; Hasegawa, 1988, 1991] . This mechanism has been suggested to be appli- Drift wave instability. Green [1979 Green [ , 1985 suggested the drift wave instability of a compressional mode [Hasegawa, 1971] as a source for giant pulsations. The instability is excited in a plasma with mixed cold and hot components such as in the plasmasphere. In Hasegawa's theory a slab geometry was used and no consideration was given to the coupling of the mode to a standing Alfv•n wave. However, Cheng and Lin [1987] discussed the compressional mode using a realistic field geometry and concluded that the compressional mode has an odd-mode standing wave structure. Therefore, the drift wave instability remains a candidate for the origin of giant pulsations.
CONO, USION
We have used satellite observations to determine the standing wave mode of giant pulsations. Our method is simply to examine whether the transverse (or compressional) magnetic field component has a node at the magnetic equator. This is the most direct and reliable method for determining the harmonic mode. Although we were able to positively determine the harmonic mode to be odd for only one giant pulsation event, the null result for even-mode waves substantially strengthens our conclusion that giant pulsations axe in general an odd-mode standing wave. One important consequence is that the N = +1 drift bounce resonance cannot be applied to giant pulsations. While second-haxmonic standing Alfvtn waves axe quite often observed from spacecraft and they axe likely generated by the N = +1 resonance mechanism [Takahashi et al., 1990b], these waves axe not the source of giant pulsations observed on the ground. If one wishes to apply drift bounce resonance to giant pulsations one needs to consider the N = 0, +2, resonances. Of course, other mechanisms including the drift wave instability were not eliminated from our analysis, and they require further analysis. Tests of various generation mechanisms using CCE particle data [Shelley et al., 1985; Gloeckler et al., 1985] will be an interesting subject for the future work.
